THE MODERN DATA
PLATFORM FOR
ORACLE® ANALYTICS
Power big-data initiatives, concurrent workloads,
and ad-hoc analysis like never before

“The single most important asset in the digital economy is data, and infrastructure should be

FlashBlade is an all-flash file- and object-based storage solution designed for big data and data-

engineered to maximize and exploit its value …” said Chuck Hollis, senior vice president of cloud

warehouse workloads. It works alongside Oracle solutions and smart storage to accelerate large
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infrastructure at Oracle, in a blog post.

and small block input/output (I/O) and help maximize your company’s ability to store and quickly

Your company already has data in Oracle® databases. But are you using additional Oracle® data
solutions and the right underlying infrastructure to truly maximize the value of Oracle databases
and turn data into your most important asset? If not, it’s time to start, because innovation begins
not with data stored somewhere in your database landscape, but when your business managers

analyze huge quantities of non-transactional data alongside transactional data. The benefits of
FlashBlade include:
• Increased speeds for data warehousing using Oracle® dNFS technology natively available
in Oracle Database 11g and higher

can quickly and easily query and correlate historical, transactional, operational, non-operational,

• Petabyte-sized capacity to accommodate your data growth

structured, and unstructured data to find patterns and trends and make reliable, fast, ad-hoc

• An easy-to-deploy and easy-to-manage solution with automatic load balancing of network
paths and a web-based management portal

decisions. It’s that ability to use data for predictive analytics that becomes business intelligence
and a competitive edge in the digital economy.

• A small footprint with the entire chassis running on the same wattage as a hair dryer and
taking up less space than comparable traditional data-center racks

MAXIMIZE THE VALUE OF YOUR DATA NOW

• Performance of up to 16 gigabytes per second (GBps) on a single chassis that can be
scaled out by simply adding more blades

With the right analytics tools on the right infrastructure, you and your team can mine correlations
with ad-hoc analysis across all of the data in your Oracle database quickly, cost-effectively, and
with a solution that scales out virtually on the fly. You can even mine and join unstructured data,
such as audio and video files, sensor data, social-media posts, website clicks, documents, and
image files. The right tools and infrastructure to do that are an Oracle® data warehouse and
analytics solution supported by an all-flash storage solution, such as Pure Storage® FlashBlade®.

PROVING ALL-FLASH PURE STORAGE®
FLASHBLADE® PERFORMANCE FOR
ORACLE ANALYTICS
To show how well Oracle dNFS works with FlashBlade, Pure Storage designed a datawarehouse environment with Oracle Database 12c and performed a data-warehouse benchmark

16 GBps

test.2 The test measured the performance of the system’s analytics capabilities by running a
read-intensive workload that mimicked a typical online analytical processing (OLAP) ad-hoc
analysis of data in multiple dimensions. The benchmark ran this workload through a power test

3 GBps

and a throughput test in order to examine single-user and multi-user queries, respectively.
The primary goal was to look at the read and write performance and scalability of an Oracle
data-warehouse and analytics solution with FlashBlade.

Oracle® RAC Nodes 1–8
FIGURE 1. To show how Oracle® dNFS works with FlashBlade®, Pure Storage designed a data-warehouse
environment with Oracle® Database 12c and performed a data-warehouse benchmark test. Results show
that running Oracle dNFS on FlashBlade can increase query executions from 3 GBps to up to 16 GBps as
additional Oracle® Real Application Clusters (RAC) nodes are added
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SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS
Pure Storage found that running Oracle dNFS on FlashBlade facilitated:
Faster query execution: from 3 GBps to up to 16 GBps as additional Oracle® Real Application Clusters (RAC)
nodes were added
Faster data ingestion: up to 13 TB per hour
Scalability and consolidation: compute was scaled independently and multiple workloads were consolidated
Increased throughput: throughput was increased with data reduction and encryption always on

LEARN MORE ABOUT DATA WAREHOUSING AND THE TEST
RESULTS OF ORACLE ANALYTICS ON FLASHBLADE
For details on the test environment and test results, and to learn more
about FlashBlade, read the “Accelerate Your Analytics Game with
Oracle on Pure Storage” white paper or contact your Pure Storage
representative today.
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For more details on test environment, refer to the “Accelerate Your Analytics Game with Oracle on Pure Storage”
white paper. http://purestorage.com/Accelerate_Your_Analytics_Game_with_Oracle_on_Pure_Storage.pdf.
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